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!BSTRACT
4HE PARAMETERS A AND B OF THE LENGTHWEIGHT RELATIONSHIP OF THE FORM 7  A,B WERE ESTIMATED FOR  lSH  
SPECIES CAUGHT ALONG THE COASTLINE OF *ORDAN IN THE 'ULF OF !QABA 4HE SAMPLING WAS CARRIED OUT BETWEEN *ULY 
 AND *ANUARY  $ATA FROM   lSH INDIVIDUALS IDENTIlED TO EIGHT FAMILIES AND  SPECIES	 WERE USED 
FOR THIS PURPOSE
)NTRODUCTION
4HE LENGTHWEIGHT RELATIONSHIP HAS A 
NUMBER OF IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS IN 
lSH STOCK ASSESSMENT !MONG THESE 
APPLICATIONS ARE ESTIMATING THE STANDING 
STOCK BIOMASS CALCULATING CONDITION 
INDICES AND COMPARING THE ONTOGENY OF 
lSH POPULATION FROM DIFFERENT REGIONS 
0ATRAKIS AND 3TERGIOU 	 !MONGST 
OTHER BIOLOGICAL AND STATISTICAL DATA 
LENGTH AND WEIGHT OF lSHES ARE REQUIRED 
IN ORDER TO ESTIMATE THE lSH BIOMASS 
IN *ORDANIAN WATER 4HE PURPOSE OF THIS 
STUDY IS THUS TO REPORT INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE LENGTHWEIGHT RELATIONSHIPS OF SOME 
lSHES COLLECTED DURING A STUDY AIMED TO 
ASSESS THE ARTISANAL lSHERIES IN *ORDAN 
4HE STUDY WAS CONDUCTED WITHIN THE 
FRAMEWORK OF THE h2ED 3EA 0ROGRAMv 
FOR MARINE ECOLOGY 4HE PROGRAM IS 
IMPLEMENTED BY THE #ENTER FOR -ARINE 
%COLOGY IN 'ERMANY AND FUNDED BY THE 
'ERMAN &EDERAL -INISTRY OF %DUCATION 
AND 2ESEARCH "-"&	
-ATERIALS AND -ETHODS
4HE STUDY SITE IS THE *ORDANIAN COASTLINE 
OF THE 'ULF OF !QABA 4HE 'ULF OF !QABA 
IS THE EASTERN SEGMENT OF THE 6SHAPED 
NORTHERN EXTENSION OF THE 2ED 3EA AND 
IT IS SHARED BY %GYPT 3AUDI !RABIA )SRAEL 
AND *ORDAN &IGURE 	 ,ENGTH AND WEIGHT 
DATA WERE COLLECTED BETWEEN THE PERIOD 
FROM *ULY  TO *ANUARY  &ISH WERE 
CAUGHT USING GILL NETS HOOK AND LINE AND 
lSH TRAPS &ISH IDENTIlCATION WAS BASED ON 
+HALAF AND $ISI 	 AND 2ANDALL 	 
4HE TOTAL LENGTH WAS MEASURED TO THE 
NEAREST CM AND THE WEIGHT WAS TAKEN TO 
&IG  4HE SAMPLING SITE ALONG THE *ORDANIAN COASTLINE IN THE 'ULF OF !QABA
.AGA 7ORLD&ISH #ENTER 1UARTERLY  6OL  .O  *AN-AR 
ARTICLES
THE NEAREST G  
4HE PARAMETERS A AND B OF THE ,7 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE FORM
7  A  ,B                                  x	  
WERE ESTIMATED THROUGH A LOGARITHMIC 
TRANSFORMATION IE
LN 7  LN A  B  LN ,             x	 
WITH A AND B ESTIMATED BY ORDINARY LEAST 
SQUARES REGRESSION
2ESULTS AND $ISCUSSION
4HE RESULTS ARE PRESENTED IN 4ABLE  4HE 
FAMILIES ARE ARRANGED ACCORDING TO +HALAF 
AND $ISI 	 AND THE SPECIES WITHIN 
EACH FAMILY ARE PRESENTED ALPHABETICALLY  
4HE ESTIMATED VALUES OF B ARE CLOSE 
TO THREE FOR ALL THE SPECIES INDICATING 
ISOMETRIC GROWTH &IFTEEN SPECIES HAVE 
BEEN COVERED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 4HE 
ICHTHYOFAUNA OF THE COASTLINE OF *ORDAN 
HOWEVER INCLUDES ABOUT  lSH SPECIES 
+HALAF AND $ISI 	 /THER ,7 DATA 
ARE NEEDED TO INCLUDE OTHER SPECIES
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